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Abstract. The workshop on job scheduling strategies for parallel pro-

cessing (JSSPP) studies the myriad aspects of managing resources on
parallel and distributed computers. These studies typically focus on largescale computing environments, where allocation and management of computing resources present numerous challenges. Traditionally, such systems consisted of massively parallel supercomputers, or more recently,
large clusters of commodity processor nodes. These systems are characterized by architectures that are largely homogeneous and workloads
that are dominated by both computation and communication-intensive
applications. Indeed, the large majority of the articles in the rst ten
JSSPP workshops dealt with such systems and addressed issues such as
queuing systems and supercomputer workloads.
In this paper, we discuss some of the recent developments in parallel
computing technologies that depart from this traditional domain of problems. In particular, we identify several recent and inuential technologies
that could have a signicant impact on the future of research on parallel
scheduling. We discuss some of the more specic research challenges that
these technologies introduce to the JSSPP community, and propose to
enhance the scope of future JSSPP workshops to include these topics.
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Introduction

The last few years have brought about many radical changes in the technologies and platforms that exhibit the same salient challenges that JSSPP focuses
onall in the family of exible allocation and management of multiple computer
resources. These technologies, however, depart from the traditional supercomputer model of relatively homogeneous architectures and applications, and add
new dimensions to those that are already being studied within JSSPP's scope.
This paper therefore has two main goals: (1) To present some of the major technological changes and to discuss the additional dimensions they add to the set
of JSSPP challenges; and, (2) to promote and suggest research topics inspired
by these dimensions in the JSSPP community.
Such dimensions include, for example, reliability and resource allocation
across multiple sites (Grids), workloads that are a mixture of parallel, sequential,
and interactive applications on multi-core desktops, and data-intensive applications on Web servers that exhibit little or no communication. Although the

traditional topics of interest of JSSPP are still relevant and will likely continue
to attract high quality papers to the workshop, we feel the need to introduce
these new topics to JSSPP's scope at this time, for two main reasons:
1. The eld of parallel job scheduling, while still evolving, is showing signs of
maturity.
2. New technologies are exhibiting many characteristics of the problems that
the JSSPP community tackles. We believe that the JSSPP community's
expertise can produce meaningful contributions for these technologies.
By introducing these new but related topics to the scope of JSSPP, we hope
to expand its impact and attractiveness to researchers with little or no past
exposure to traditional parallel job scheduling. After discussing these topics with
our peers, we present here a nonexhaustive list of research topics and questions
to which we believe the JSSPP community can add signicant contributions.

Paper organization

We have loosely grouped these topics into four technological

trends:






Commodity parallel computers (Section 2): Parallel environments mainly
consisting of desktops and laptops with multi-core chips
Grids (Section 3): Large-scale, heterogeneous, distributed, partially shared
computing environments
Web servers (Section 4): Large-scale, latency-sensitive online services, and
the oine data infrastructure behind it
Virtualization (Section: 5): Resource management inside and among multiple
virtual machines

These categories are not sorted, and in fact, under the umbrella of parallel
scheduling, have much more in common with each other than what sets them
apart. Section 6 discusses the similarities and overarching scheduling considerations that aect most or all of these contemporary technologies. Finally, Section
7 concludes the paper.
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Commodity Parallel Computers

The largest shift towards parallel computing is actually occurring right now. A
large majority of the desktop and notebook computers sold today for everyday
use employs dual-core and quad-core chips. Several server, console, and specialpurpose processors even contain between 8 and 96 cores, and the trend to increase
on-chip parallelism is expected to continue in the foreseeable future [20].
As MIT's Leiserson writes: [41]
The Age of Serial Computing is over. With the advent of multi-core processors, parallel-computing technology that was once relegated to universities and research labs is now emerging as mainstream.

Commodity hardware is growing increasingly more complex, with advances
such as chip heterogeneity and specialization, deeper memory hierarchies, negrain power management, and most importantly, chip parallelism. Similarly,
commodity software and workloads are becoming more concurrent and diverse,
encompassing spreadsheets, content creation and presentation, 3D games, and
computationally intensive business and scientic programs, among others. With
this new complexity in hardware and software, process scheduling in the operating system (OS) becomes more challenging. Nevertheless, many commodity OS
schedulers are based on design principles that are 30 years old [20]. This disparity may soon lead to signicant performance degradation. Particularly, modern
parallel architectures such as multi-core chips require more than scalable OSs:
parallel programs need parallel-aware scheduling [21]. Although the eort to
produce more scalable scheduling is already producing some results (both in
task scheduling [41] and process scheduling [24]), there is still much research
and implementation work needed before commodity parallel computing fullls
its performance promises.

Scheduling for a mixed workload

The arrival of ubiquitous parallel hardware

leads to complex workloads with complex scheduling requirements, especially as
software becomes increasingly more parallel. Although the transition to parallel
software on the desktop is not immediate, it is already taking place. Popular
programming languages such as C++ and Java oer increasingly sophisticated
support for parallel programming [41], while the emerging parallel hardware
creates a stronger incentive for concurrency. Some contemporary applications
already benet from parallel computing power, for example, parallel searches
in terabytes of data, 3D games, photo and video editing lters, and technical
computing in science and industry. Consequently, the typical desktop workload,
already highly variable and dicult to characterize, becomes even more complex
as parallel desktop applications grow in number. The scheduler designer must
now contend with an unpredictable mix of conicting scheduling requirements,
such as:






Media applications that require few resources, but at precise intervals and
with strict process inter-dependencies.
Parallel applications that need synchronization and/or co-scheduling.
Low-priority background tasks such as virus scanning.
Interactive applications that require high responsiveness, like web browsers
or word processors.

Taking a more general view, we observe that parallelization poses two principal
challenges to the commodity scheduler: (1) processes competing over resources
suer from degraded performance when coscheduled, and (2) collaborating processes suer from degraded performance when

not coscheduled. To design eec-

tive schedulers for such mixed workload, we must rst understand the workloads.
The job scheduling community has a rich history in characterizing and modeling
supercomputer workloads, and can employ some of the experiences and techniques from that eort to similarly describe parallel desktop workloads.

Priorities

Within a mixed workload we must often deal with priorities, fairness,

and user experience. Unlike a large computing center handling multiple users
with conicting priorities and with economic constraints desktops typically have
a single user with his attention primarily focused on a single application at a time.
This additional constraint on the scheduler requires that it does its best eort in
guessing temporal user priorities and prioritizing processes accordingly without
sacricing other scheduling goals. The dynamic nature of personal computer
usage makes this goal more dicult, because it requires the scheduler to respond
quickly to changes in user attention. This challenge again is not a new one [12],
but the introduction of parallel resources and synchronized parallel programs
complicates it beyond the scope of most existing solutions.

Power management

Power consumption in chips is one of the largest challenges

faced by chip manufacturers today and has itself instigated the arrival of the
multi-core processors. Since the temperature and power of a chip is directly related to the chip's power consumption, the chip clock's speed is limited by its
operational thermal envelope. To further minimize and control the power output,
modern chips can selectively turn o and/or throttle down the speed of unused
logic. Increasingly, this ne-grain power control functionality is exposed to the
OS. This is where scheduling can play a vital role in managing the trade-os
between performance and power consumption. Although some initial work has
already shown that scheduling can have a signicant impact on power consumption, there are as of yet no mainstream desktop schedulers that explicitly try
to optimize this factor. As the number of cores increases in the future, and as
the granularity control that the hardware exports to the OS grows ner, this
research area will likely grow more complex and challenging. On the other hand,
the rising importance of power management will also make the fruits of this
research more rewarding.

Asymmetric cores heterogeneity

Merely duplicating cores in a chip is not always

a sucient solution to the ever-increasing demand for performance. Limiting
factors such as power budget, cooling capacity, and memory performance will
still require innovative design solutions such as heterogeneous cores with selective shutdown, use of specialized coprocessors, and moving computation closer
to memory. The highly popular Cell processor, for example, comprises nine cores
of two dierent designs and purposes [27]. Other emerging architectures include
a relatively large number of special-purpose computing cores, such as the ClearSpeed 96-core chip for mathematical processing, and the Azul 24-core chip for
Java applications [31,46]. Memory hierarchies are also growing more complex due
to the use of multi-core and hyper-threaded chips. Such computers are essentially
nonuniform memory access (NUMA) machines, and as such, may impose special
scheduling requirements [6]. On another end of the computing spectrum, ubiquitous computers, such as mobile phones, portable music and video players, and
media-convergence appliances that have strict minimum service requirements on
a low-power, low-performance platform could further stress the resource management requirements.

These architectures will require OS support to allocate their resources intelligently. There is already an ongoing eort to hand tune applications and
schedulers to specic architectures [54], but this eort may not be enough. Heterogeneous chip environments are challenging to schedule on, but also present
many opportunities for a scheduler that can map tasks to dierent chip components appropriately.

Generalizing the Challenges
We noted that the introduction of parallel applications to the desktop workload
challenges the commodity parallel scheduler with potentially conicting requirements. Moreover, architectural changes also produce additional constraints for
scheduling, such as heterogeneity/asymmetry, power management, and NUMA.
But unlike classical parallel computers, the presence of various classes of applications in a single workload mixincluding interactive and single-threaded
applicationsposes a signicant additional challenge on top of the specic application requirements. Ignoring these scheduling constraints can lead to poor
application performance because of lack of synchronization, as well as poor
system-wide performance because of contention for resources [1,14,30,49]. Future research on parallel commodity computing must take these factors into
account.
Most contemporary commodity schedulers are challenged at all levels of
parallel execution, from the thread [6,49], through the SMP [1,16], the cluster [14,23], all the way to supercomputers [30]. In particular, parallel programs

3 [14,30] as processes in par-

may suer tremendously from lack of coscheduling

allel programsas opposed to sequential and distributed programsrely on frequent synchronization for their progress. Supercomputers, with a more uniform
workload of parallel applications, typically operate in batch mode [15]. For commodity computers and workstations that host a multiuser, time-sharing system,
this is not an acceptable solution [36]. We believe however that eective scheduling for a mixed workload is not only necessary, but also within reach, and could
incorporate lessons learned from scheduling parallel jobs on large homogeneous
systems.
Better scheduling is achieved when the OS has intimate understanding of the
hardware's capabilities and the software's requirements. With regard to hardware, the OS should arbitrate between multiple and possibly heterogeneous resources, while considering cache and memory-pressure factors. With regard to
applications, the OS needs to be cognizant of all levels of parallel execution:
thread, process, and parallel program, in addition to sequential and interactive programs. Schedulers can manage these workloads by applying principles
from such elds as parallel and multimedia scheduling. Particularly, cooperation, adaptivity, and classication can play a decisive role in achieving optimal
user experience and utilization on next-generation computers.

3

Coscheduling refers to scheduling all of a job's processes at the same time, to facilitate
synchronization [37].

3

Grids

Most supercomputer workloads contain a large number of sequential applications
or applications with little parallelism [38]. With few exceptions due to exhibitive
memory consumption, most of these applications can run as well on common
desktop or server systems not requiring a parallel machine with its expensive
internal network. Therefore, executing these jobs on supercomputers is not ecient in general although a limited number of them is welcome as they do not
aect the completion time of parallel jobs but increase utilization of the machine. The actual number depends on the characteristics of the workload. Many
parallel applications can exploit dierent degrees of parallelism, that is, they are
malleable or moldable [15]. In many of these cases, it is acceptable to forgo the
maximum degree of parallelism if a system with fewer nodes is readily available.
Therefore, it is often more ecient to acquire a Grid of machines with dierent
numbers of processors instead of investing a signicant larger amount of money
into a big supercomputer with the same total number of processors. This is one
reason for the increasing popularity of Grids [18]. Moreover, it is often dicult
for user groups of a small enterprise to fully utilize a large parallel machine
with their own applications. However, if many of those user groups share several
parallel machines an improved average utilization can be achieved. As there are
many dierent resource owners in a Grid, every such Grid represents a market
in which dierent application owners compete for processors or other resources
of dierent providers. On the one hand this is likely to lead to some form of
bidding system [11]. On the other hand it increases the dynamics of machine
availability as many resource owners may additionally have high priority local
users.
Unfortunately, job scheduling on Grids is signicantly more dicult than job
scheduling on single parallel machines. The most obvious reason is the separation
of the scheduling problem into two interdependent problems:




machine allocation
scheduling on the selected parallel processor

This problem separation is known from many parallel job scheduling problems [39] but it becomes more complicated in the presence of rigid parallel jobs
without multisite scheduling [51]. In addition, some properties of Grids also inuence job scheduling. We discuss these properties and their consequences to
job scheduling in the following paragraphs.

Heterogeneity

Manufacturers oer a large number of congurations for their su-

percomputers. This may include dierent types of nodes, like single processors or
SMP nodes, dierences in the network connection, or dierent amounts of memory. But in practice, most supercomputer installations have only a few nodes
that are specially equipped, (for example, to execute server tasks), while almost
all worker nodes are identical [28]. As the supercomputer has a single owner, the
node equipment is governed by a single policy resulting in similar hardware and

mostly identical software on each node. Despite the rapid development in processor technology, few institutions abstain from mixing new and old processors
within the same machine. Instead they rather invest in a new machine if the
performance of the old one is no longer sucient.
From the perspective of scheduling, supercomputers therefore exhibit little
node heterogeneity. Hence, most job scheduling research on supercomputers assumes homogeneous nodes. But of course, heterogeneity exists among the various
resources available at a single node, like processing power, memory, or network
bandwidth [50].
In Grids, the situation changes completely: Since a Grid comprises dierent
installations with dierent owners, there is a large amount of heterogeneity in
Grids. The individual computers are typically not installed at the same time,
resulting in the use of dierent processor technology. Moreover, the various machine owners in a Grid have dierent objectives when buying their computers,
leading to dierent hardware and software equipment in the nodes of dierent
machines in the Grid. Finally, the network performance within a machine is
usually much better than the network performance between dierent machines.
This characteristic of Grids particularly aects so called multisite jobs [9] that
are executed on several machines in parallel. But as in practice, the performance
of these multisite jobs is bad in comparison to single site execution [3] and they
only occur rarely.
The heterogeneity within a Grid is one of the main advantages of Grid technology, since installations with many users (such as large compute centers in
universities) can never satisfy all users when selecting the next machine to buy.
Grid technology allows users to look within the Grid for the machines that are
best suited to execute their jobs. This selection increases overall eciency, since
applications that perform poorly on local machines can be forwarded to other
better-suited machines, possibly in exchange for other applications. On the one
hand, there are system properties that are mandatory for the execution of an
application, like the availability of a certain software. Clearly, the scheduler can
easily consider these constraints. On the other hand, an application may run best
on certain processors which are in high demand while other readily available processors will result in a reduced performance. In such situations, it is dicult for
the scheduler to make an allocation decision, since critical job information like
the execution time on the available machines may only be partially available.
Further, the above mentioned heterogeneity in supercomputers also exists
in Grids: A Grid often comprises resources of dierent types like storage resources, computing installations and networks connecting the other resources.
Therefore, Grids are, for instance, well suited for applications analyzing large
amounts of data, like evaluations of experiments in particle physics. For reasons
of cost and eciency, experiment data are stored in large data centers that are
specially equipped with hardware. An application requires the transfer of these
data to an appropriate computing facility. Therefore, the execution of such an
application consists of a workow with several stages [19]. While most scheduling problems on parallel processors deal with independent jobs, Grid scheduling

uses precedence constraints and scheduling routes through dierent resources
eectively transforming job scheduling problems into a kind of job shop scheduling problems [39]. This property of Grid scheduling problems directly inuences
the scheduling techniques on parallel processors: For instance, to consider the
processing time of the data transfer, computer resources must be reserved in
advance. Hence, simple batch job scheduling is not sucient anymore, and most
Grid schedulers support

advance reservation [48].

Because of the existence of dierent resource owners in a Grid, the Grid
scheduler is not run by these resource owners as in the supercomputer case, but
rather by an independent broker. This Grid scheduler may then interact with
the local schedulers that are run on each machine and also support local users
that do not submit their jobs via the Grid [45].

Service Level Agreements

A supercomputer typically has a single owner and is

governed by a single policy that determines the rules and constraints of scheduling. The users must accept these rules unless they are able to manually submit
their applications to other supercomputers. However, this alternative does not
aect the scheduling process. In Grids, there are often several independent owners which have established dierent rules and restrictions for their resources.
Note that this assertion may not be true for so-called Enterprise Grids [26], that
belong to a single enterprise with many dierent locations and resource installations. But if the Grid comprises similar resources from dierent owners, users
expect that the machine allocation decision considers the rules and policies of the
various owners. Especially when being charged for the resource usage, users want
the allocation and schedule properties of their applications to be guaranteed in
form of so-called

service level agreements (SLA) [34].

In addition to static components, like the level of security, those service level
agreements typically contain various dynamic and job-specic properties, like
the amount of available resources within a time frame, the start time of a time
frame, and the cost of the resource per occupied time unit. The actual values
of these SLA components are closely related to the actual schedule. They may
depend on the amount and the type of job requests as well as on the amount and
type of available resources. Dynamic parameters of an agreement are typically
determined with the help of a negotiation process [58]. Therefore, Grid scheduling may also include a negotiation component [32]. Moreover, global scheduling
objectives, like makespan, average utilization, average throughput, or average
(weighted) response time have a dierent meaning and relevance in a scenario
that involves independent resources providers and independent job owners. For
instance, if the utilization of a specic machine in the Grid is low then the owner
of this machine may decide to drop the resource price in order to attract more
applications.
A Grid scheduling system that supports SLAs must include processes that
automatically generate SLAs based on possibly complex directives of owners and
users [52]. It must also be able to support complex objective functions in order to
decide between dierent oers for a job request. Therefore, even if we ignore the
machine allocation problem, the local machine scheduling becomes signicantly

more complex than the scheduling of a single parallel processor. Assuming that
in the future, many parallel processors will also be part of a Grid, the Grid
poses new challenges even for job scheduling on parallel processors. Also if an
independent broker runs the Grid scheduler he may dene additional SLAs with
resource providers and job owners.
Finally, there is always the possibility that an SLA cannot be satised. If such
a problem is foreseeable and there is still enough time to react then some form of
rescheduling [4] may provide some help. These considerations will again inuence
the Grid scheduler. However, if the violation of the SLA is only determined
after the execution of the job, such as too few resources were provided within
the promised time frame, then either the SLA contains some clause to handle
this problem, or a mediator in the Grid is needed. In this case however, the
Grid scheduler is not aected unless we speak of an SLA that covers the actual
scheduling process.

Accounting and Billing

Since traditional supercomputers typically have a single

owner, their accounting and billing is rather simple. It is sucient to log the job
requests and the actual resource utilization of the jobs. As the rate is typically
invariable, the cost can easily be determined. Because of the monopoly of the
machine provider, a best-eort strategy usually suces. Therefore, the user has
few options if the resources are suddenly not available or other problems occur.
However, in a Grid environment, resource providers may be willing to provide
guarantees that are marked down in an SLA. To verify whether the conditions
of the SLA have been satised, the entire process from job request submission
to the delivery of the results must be recorded [40]. Therefore, accounting becomes more complicated than for isolated parallel processors. Similarly, billing is
not equivalent with multiplying a xed rate with the actual resource consumption but requires the considerations of the SLAs including possible penalties
for violating parts of the agreement. The Grid scheduling system is part of the
above-mentioned process. Therefore, a scheduling system must be transparent
to enable validating the correct execution of an agreement.
As already mentioned, a broker [53] in a Grid system may be bound by
agreements with resource providers and job owners. This is especially true if
several brokers compete with each other in a single Grid. Then the details of the
scheduling process must be recorded to determine whether the guarantees of the
SLA covering the scheduler have been satised.

Security

There are signicant security concerns in a Grid as an application of

a user may run on a distant resource. Most resource policies require some form
of user screening before a user is admitted to a resource. In case of a local
compute center with a few carefully selected remote users, this policy can be
enforced with relatively little eort. In Grids, this policy is not feasible and
must be replaced by some form of trust delegation. This task is often handled
by so-called virtual organizations (

VO) [17]. Although security has a signicant

impact on the Grid infrastructure it does not aect the scheduling system to
a large extent. But security concerns may prevent schedulers from providing

information about future schedules freely, and thus reduce the eciency of Grid
schedulers. This problem is particularly relevant for rearrangement tasks that
try to save an SLA in case of unexpected problems.

Reliability and Fault Tolerance

In large systems, occasional failures are unavoid-

able. If the system is subject to a best-eort policy such a failure is a nuisance
to the users but has no other consequences. For important applications, users
can try to secure a second resource if they accept the additional cost. In Grids,
users may try to push the responsibility toward the resource providers by negotiating appropriate SLAs. In case of a failure, the resource provider typically
attempts to use rescheduling in order to avoid or at least reduce the penalty
costs. Therefore, reliability directly inuences Grid scheduling as well [29].

Virtualization

As already discussed user may benet from the heterogeneity of

Grid systems. However, this heterogeneity also comes with a disadvantage: Only
few systems in a Grid may actually be able to execute a given application due to
all the constraints involving application software, system software and hardware.
This may lead to bottlenecks even in large Grids. Users can partially avoid
this problem by

virtualization, that is, by providing an execution environment

together with their application, see Section 5. This concept receives increasing
interest on the operating system level and is recently considered in Grids as well.
As with security, virtualization has little direct inuence on Grid scheduling. It
opens new scheduling opportunities (as discussed in Section 5), but predictions
of execution parameters become less reliable. However, virtualization directly
aects scheduling on the operating system level.

Workloads

From supercomputers, we know that only few theoretical results pro-

vide benets for job schedulers in real systems [44]. Instead, the development of
new schedulers for parallel processors and the improvement of given schedulers is
often based on discrete event simulations with recorded workloads as presented in
numerous publications of previous JSSPP workshops, for instance [25,5]. Therefore, a lot of work in the domain of JSSPP has been devoted to workloads in
recent years. As there is only a limited number of recorded traces, this work
focuses on the characterization of these workloads and on scaling them so that
an appropriate workload can be provided for a new installation [10].
Since there are few Grids running in production mode, only few real Grid
workloads are available yet [35]. Nevertheless, there is some eort to record Grid
workloads (see

http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl), which may lead to a comprehen-

sive archive in the future. However, it is likely that these workloads will depend to
a large extend on the community running the Grid. Generally it is very dicult
to optimize a Community Grid by using a workload from another Community
Grid. Similarly, it is unclear how to scale traces as there may be strong dependencies between the machine composition in a Grid and the workload.
In general, simulation with workloads are only meaningful if the properties
of the individual jobs remain invariant. To a large extend, this is true for job
execution in a rigid and exclusive fashion on a parallel processor. If the job is

malleable or moldable a simulation requires the prediction of the processing time
for a certain degree of parallelism from the recorded processing time using the
original degree of parallelism. Theoretical studies often assume a divisible load
characteristic which holds in practice only for bag-of-tasks of embarrassinglyparallel jobs, while jobs with extensive communication between processors show
a dierent behavior [42]. In Grids, similar problems occur in connection with
heterogeneity. It is dicult to predict the processing time of a job on certain
processors if only the recorded processing time on other processors is available.
The dierent speed model (Qm ) of scheduling theory generally does not apply

to processors, see the results of the SPEC benchmarks (http://www.spec.org/

benchmarks.html).

Therefore, it is very dicult to optimize a Grid scheduler

even on the same system that was already used to record the applied workload.

Metrics and Evaluation

Since parallel computers are expensive, they are usually

not available for extensive experiments to optimize system components. Instead,
simulations are frequently applied on models that have a suciently close relationship to the real system. Then only some nal tuning must be performed on
the real system. As already discussed, this approach has been successfully executed on parallel computers. It requires a given metric that can be evaluated with
the help of simulations. For parallel systems, the most common metrics are accepted utilization, average throughput, and average weighted response time [15].
All these metrics depend on the completion time of the jobs which is provided
by the simulations.
In Grids, we must consider the various (dynamic) objectives of resource
providers and application owners. Therefore, scheduling becomes a multi-objective
problem since it is very dicult to combine these objectives into a single scalar
metric [57]. Moreover, as the objectives are not static, it is not possible to simply evaluate another schedule unless the objective functions and the negotiation
process are invariant and predictable. However, this assumption will not hold
in many real situations. Hence, it is not realistic to assume that a real Grid
scheduling system can be optimized with the help of simulations even if appropriate workloads and sucient computing power is available. In Grid scheduling,
we face a problem that is similar to the optimization of the performance of a
stock broker. But while the Grid is some form of a market it is likely less volatile
than the stock market. We may therefore try to optimize single parts of this
complex scheduling system and assume that the rest remains unchanged. Once
enough workloads and sucient data on the dependencies between the various
components are available, we may start to model and simulate a whole system.

Generalizing the Challenges
Grid scheduling is a very complex problem that uses common job schedulers for
parallel processors as subcomponents. Even if job scheduling for parallel processors has reached some degree of maturity, many subproblems in Grid scheduling
are not yet solved.

Grids typically consist of machines with dierent numbers of processors. As
small machines with few processors cannot eciently execute highly parallel jobs
unless multisite scheduling with performance loss is supported, large machines
with many processors should be reserved for those highly parallel jobs. On the
other hand, load balancing may require to use those large machines also for
sequential jobs or jobs with little parallelism. The machine allocation algorithm
must nd a suitable tradeo between both objectives.
Heterogeneity transforms job scheduling problems into job shop problems.
In addition, the comparison between dierent schedules may become rather difcult as the prediction of execution properties on other machines is subject to a
signicant amount of uncertainty.
Service level agreements introduce new dynamic objectives into the scheduling problems resulting in multi-objective problems. Moreover, the objective functions of the various job and resource owners may not be available for the evaluation of a scheduling system. In order to satisfy SLAs even in the case of machine
failure, the scheduling system should support rescheduling which can be considered as a deterministic problem that must be solved within a rather short time
frame.
Other properties of Grid systems, like security or virtualization, pose signicant challenges to Grid infrastructures but have limited inuence on the scheduling system.
Finally, there are not yet enough public workloads traces on Grid systems.
It is also not clear how to use such workloads in new systems with dierent
sizes or on systems which belong to a dierent community. With respect to the
evaluation, the common metrics of parallel processors may not be applicable to
Grids. But it is not clear how to determine an objective that can be used for
evaluation and suciently represents the multi-objective character of the real
Grid scheduling problem.

4

Web Services

Large-scale web services are one of the fastest-growing sectors of the computer
industry since the mid 1990s. This growth is expressed not only in revenue and
market share, but also in the scale of the problems solved and the infrastructure
required to provide the solutions. Generally speaking, large-scale web services
have three usage models with strong relevance to our eld:
1. Online servicethis is the part that is most visible to users, where they
interact with the system through queries or requests. This aspect is latencysensitive, and typically relies on parallelism to provide the shortest response
time and the highest reliability. Much of the parallel logic behind these largescale transactional systems is devoted to resilient resource management and
load balancing, and less to computation. Using a search engine as an example,
the online service represents the user query page, where a query is received,
parsed, and distributed to query servers, and the results are aggregated,
ranked, and presented to the user in HTML form.

2. Oine processingthis is the part that gathers and processes the data that
is used in the online service. It is typically less sensitive to latency and
more sensitive to throughput, not unlike the Grids mentioned in Section 3.
Load balancing and fault tolerance play a larger role in the economics of
the service than in the online service. Additionally, the oine processing can
potentially be signicantly more reliant on computing and I/O resources
than the online service. These dierences translate to dierent scheduling
and resource-management requirements between the online and oine parts.
In the search engine example, this part represents the crawling, indexing,
reversing the search engine index as well merging, and distributing it.
3. Research and Development (R&D)large web service companies are always
looking for ways to improve and expand their services. Developing newer services and features often requires similar resources to those that are already
used by the production services, whether online or oine, and for large companies, the scale of the resources required for R&D approximates the scale
of the production systems. Unlike the production systems though, resource
management can be more lax on the one hand (neither latency or throughput is as critical as on production systems), and more strained on the other
(more users are competing for the same resources in a less-predictable environment). Going back to the search engine environment, this part represents
the ongoing work on improving crawling algorithms, ranking, database/index
representations, and performance tuning to mention just a few aspects.
The following paragraphs give a breakdown of some of the main resource management challenges in large-scale web services.

Economy

Because of the large scale of some web serving farms and the business

nature of the companies that run them, economical issues become a primary consideration in web server resource management. For example, choices such as how
requests are distributed and balanced across a cluster, the degree of redundancy
in request execution, and which nodes to route the request to in a heterogeneous
cluster, have an eect not only on the cost per request, but also on the server's
reliability and responsiveness, themselves being part of the company's business
model. Thus, the algorithms used for balancing and managing these resources
can have a signicant impact on the company's bottom line. Resource managers
have to respond to temporal cycles in load, as well as peak and average load,
while aiming to minimize overall costs of hardware, power, and human maintenance [7]. Complicating the economical models further are the potential large
dierences between dierent services and the resources they need to manage,
making a generalized solution hard to develop.

Power management

The rising concern about power consumption in micro-

processors (Sec. 2) has permeated virtually all systems where microprocessors
are used. Multiply the power consumption of a single microprocessor by the
thousands of microprocessors that typically comprise a large web serving farm,
and you get an expensive power bill and signicant excessive heat that further taxes the reliability and economic balance of the farm. The larger the

scale of the server, the worse the problem becomes, as is demonstrated by
Google's move to a more ecient power supply component of their own design
(see

http://services.google.com/blog_resources/PSU_white_paper.pdf).

Scheduling, however, can play a signicant role in increasing the power eciency of a large-scale farm [7]. For example, outside of peak hours, jobs can be
all scheduled on a subset of nodes, while suspending the remaining load until
peak increases. Or jobs can be distributed across multi-core nodes so that some
cores remain in low-power idle mode until requested.

Resource sharing

Despite the occasional peaks in request loads to web services,

most load exhibits cycles and peaks, based on diurnal cycles, weekly cycles,
external events, etc. [59]. Web server loads can be hard to predict, and there is
still plenty of room for research in characterizing and modeling their workloads.
Still, even with a complete understanding of the workloads, it is reasonable to
assume that most servers will operate below capacity some of the time. It is
desirable to manage the shared resources of the online system with the R&D
activities, so that lightly-loaded production machines can run R&D tasks, while

4 Oversubscribing online

still being highly available if load suddenly increases.

resources to handle R&D tasks touches many interesting and familiar topics
in parallel job scheduling such as load balancing, managing priorities, service
guarantees, predictability and modeling of load, and dynamic management of
responsiveness.

Resilience and fault tolerance

If there is one working assumption that holds

5

true for large data stores and web servers it is Everything Fails. Everything! .
Many thousands of commodity components typically comprise a large web service, and as their number increase, so does the probability of a component failure
at any given time. Resource management algorithms therefore cannot have the
luxury of dedicated supercomputer middleware that often assumes a reasonably
reliable hardware. Redundancy, fault-tolerance, and graceful degradation under
load and failures must be built into the resource manager. One example is the
oine work distribution algorithm MapReduce [8], that can transparently and
scalably replicate tasks and re-execute them if required. Online resource management requires dierent scheduling for resilience, since service latencies are
more important than throughput. As servers grow even larger and the services
grow more complex, the importance of fault tolerance will similarly grow and
require novel resource management solutions.

Heterogeneity One of the distinguishing characteristics of large-scale web servers,
as opposed to most supercomputer and to a lesser extent, Grid environments,

4
5

We assume that oine production systems have a more predictable load and operate
at near capacity most of the time.
Quoted Sivasubramanian and Vogels' talk Challenges in Building an Innitely Scalable Datastore in the 2007 Google Scalability Conference

events/scalability_seattle/.

http://www.google.com/

is that server farms are rarely acquired at once to serve a predetermined capacity. Instead, servers are expected to constantly grow as the required capacity
increases over time. Web servers grow by adding nodes that correspond to the
optimal balance between price and required performance at the time, and because of the dynamic nature of the industry, these nodes are likely to dier from
the previous acquisition or the next one. Consequently, a large-scale web server
consists of at least a few dierent types of nodespossibly with varying degrees
of performance, memory, storage space, I/O capabilities, or all at once. Dynamically allocating tasks to these servers has to take into account this heterogeneity
in order to meet the expected performance requirements. The evolving nature
of the cluster, as well as the constant changes in conguration resulting from
node failures, suggest that a very dynamic approach to resource management
is needed, as opposed to most supercomputers and Grids. Although here too
some initial studies have addressed these issues [7], there is still much room for
research in the area.

Workload characterization

The workloads of the online and oine environments

are typically quite dierent from each other, as well as from traditional supercomputer workloads. Perhaps the most signicant dierence from supercomputer workloads is that Web-server workloads tend to be embarrassingly parallel: loosely-coupled, with little or no synchronization between parallel tasks.
This removes an important constraint that facilitates the development of ecient
scheduling. On the other hand, other workload characteristics make scheduling
more challenging than with supercomputer workloads. For example, both the
oine and online systems are often data-bound and require access to information that is distributed across the compute nodes. Scheduling tasks to compute
close to the data they operate on reaps a signicant performance benet in these
cases. Other idiosyncratic workload characteristics include the dynamic nature
of oered load on the online system, which is largely determined by uncontrolled
agents outside of the system (the users). Devising better scheduling for the environments requires that we understand and characterize workloads for the online
and oine parts of the web servers, as we do for more traditional parallel environments.
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Generalizing the Challenges
Probably the single most challenging and representative factor in large-scale
web service scheduling is the unprecedented huge scale of most aspects involved
with it: the size of the clusters; the number of users; the rate of transactions; the
amount of data, les, and I/O required to service these requests; and the network
resources used internally and externally. Scheduling and resource management
are further complicated by the dynamic nature of the underlying infrastructure,
with heterogeneous resources being added and removed constantly. Because of

6

The workload of the R&D environment usually consists of a mix of online and oine
applications, and is probably even harder to generalize.

these factors, as well as the dierent workloads, scheduling for web services might
require some dierent approaches, compared to Grids or supercomputers. For example, the already mentioned MapReduce algorithm introduced by Google [8]
does a good job in managing dynamic resources for the oine aspect of Google's
search engine, but would perform poorly with the typical ne-grain, tightly coupled supercomputer workload. Nevertheless, many scheduling principles, as well
as work on metrics, workloads, and methodological issues, have much in common
with other parallel environments.

5

Virtualization

Virtualization in this context refers to running multiple operating system environments in one or more nodes concurrently. Typically, a node would have a host
OS that can run a guest OS as an application, often by emulating a complete
hardware environment for each guest OS. Although the commoditized virtualization technology is relatively new, it is quickly becoming widespread, and new
software and hardware is quickly being developed to support more features and
provide better virtualization performance.
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One of the lingering challenges in managing virtualized environments eciently is scheduling: since the host and guest OSs often operate with no coordination and knowledge of each other's scheduling, mis-scheduling issues continue
to crop up. For example, an interactive application in a guest OS might be
scheduled correctly by the guest OS, but since the host OS is unaware of the application's requirements, the guest OS (and by extension, the application) could
be mistakenly scheduled as a noninteractive program.
The area of scheduling research for virtualization is still in its infancy, and it
may be too early to explore well-developed scheduling issues with virtualization.
Nevertheless, we identify the following topics where job scheduling research can
benet virtualized environments:



Scheduling inside the guest OS: Currently, a guest OS schedules its processes
oblivious of any host OS constraints, as demonstrated in the previous example with interactive applications. Scheduling research can address this class
of problems by (1) characterizing the scheduling needs of dierent processes;
(2) characterizing the scheduling constraints and services that the host OS
can guarantee; and (3) communicating and matching these requirements and
constraints to create an acceptable schedule in the guest OS within the host



environment.
Similarly, the guest OS is oblivious of any other guest OSs or processes running on the same host, creating more scheduling mismatches. The problem
can thus be generalized to creating a schedule within the host OS that takes
into account the requirements of all host processes and guest OS processes.

7

Refer for example to Intel's new hardware support for virtualization in its latest
architecture (code-named Penryn).



Looking at a larger scale still, virtualization is often used in Grids and multihost environments to provide dynamic allocation of customized computing
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images in the form of virtual images . This extension creates additional
meta-scheduling issues for the virtualized environment, not unlike those discussed in Section 3, but with additional consideration for the moldable and
malleable nature of virtualized resources.

Generalizing the Challenges
Research into the implications of virtualization has only yet begun. We believe
that scheduling will play an increasingly important role in virtualized environments where performance and utilization matter. One of the keys to the successful scheduling of such heterogeneous workloads and execution environments is the
ability to characterize clearly the scheduling requirements of dierent processes,
and scheduling them accordingly. The literature already contains examples of
process characterizations for several scheduling domains, such as multimedia
and parallel processing [2,12,24,55]. We think the time is ripe to create and generalize additional characterizations that would t the virtualized environments
as well. Such characterizations need to take into account the entire process stack,
from the multi-threaded guest process at the one end to the host OS or metascheduler at the other. Eventually, these characterizations may even help dene
a standard of communication of scheduling information between host and guest
OSs.

6

Overarching Considerations

There are several considerations from those listed above that span most or all
of the new scheduling challenges. In this section, we will briey generalize these
considerations.

Workload

Virtually all scheduling and performance evaluations start with a

workload, and all use cases described above require good workloads for research
progress. While a good workload often depends on the use case in general, useful
workloads for research contain long enough traces (or model-derived data) for
metrics to stabilize, and are detailed enough to allow multiple factor analyses.
For classical supercomputers, a handful of such workloads has been collected
and maintained by Feitelson [38]. An eort to collect Grid workloads is also
underway, but it is in its early phases (see

http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl).

For

other use cases, however, we are not aware of any centralized eort to collect
such workloads. The workload challenge does not end with collection, but merely
starts: To be useful for researchers and to enable performance evaluation, workloads need to be analyzed, characterized, and possibly classied and modeled. By
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example, Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud
browse.html?node=201590011)
for

(http://www.amazon.com/gp/

understanding and generalizing data from multiple workloads, we can develop
better scheduling schemes, as well as a better understanding of the similarities
between scheduling scenarios in Grids, web servers, supercomputers, and the
like.

Heterogeneity

Unlike traditional supercomputers, most contemporary parallel

architectures oer some degree of heterogeneity: from the single chip level with
parallel execution modules and simultaneous multithreading, through the single
node and its heterogeneous components such as accelerators, through the cluster
and the Grid with their heterogeneous nodes. Scheduling for all levels now needs
to take into account unequal resources to manage which complicates both the
optimization problem and the metrics themselves being optimized.

Scheduling for power

Power constraints now appear in resource management

schemes at virtually all levels, from keeping the temperatures on the surface
of a multi-core chip controlled and equally distributed, to lowering the power
and cooling bills of large web servers and Grid farms. In some instances, power
consumption is the single most inuential resource management constraint of a
parallel installation, and every percent saved translates to signicant cost and
emission savings. Scheduling can play an important role in power saving by incorporating power considerations into the bigger resource management question.
Although work on this incorporation started several years ago [47,33], scheduling
for power saving is still a relatively unexplored research topic.

Security

Security is a fast-growing concern in today's computing environments.

Most of the scenarios described above involve multiple users, or at least multiple
applications. Protecting the data and resources of one user or application is vital
for the successful deployment of parallel and shared computing resources [56].
To some extent, security considerations aect scheduling. For example, some applications may request to run without sharing any memory or network resources
with other applications. Security considerations can also conict with scheduling
considerations, such as the "black-box" approach of virtualized images, that discourages shared resource-management and scheduling decisions. A large research
gap exists in the area of scheduling with/for security considerations in these new
domains.

Economy

Just like security considerations, economy considerations aect, and

sometimes even govern, the shared use of compute resources. Large data bases
may not be available for free if they are useful for commercial activities, like
weather forecast and trac data for logistics. Moreover, an increasing number of
users and user groups need information systems which will become more complex
and more expensive in the future, for instance, due to power consumption. This
may lead to a shortage of resources and result in user priorities based on the
price a user is willing to pay for the provided information service. It may not
be the task of scheduling systems to determine market prices of information
resources but scheduling systems certainly need to convert a given policy into
the distribution of resources.

Metrics

Properly using meaningful metrics is an inseparable part of perfor-

mance evaluation. Although scheduler performance evaluations typically use
well-publicized metrics such as average response time and throughput, these
metrics are not always used correctly or do not describe the performance picture adequately [13,22]. Moreover, metrics will have to be somewhat adjusted
to account for some of the newer use cases described above. For example, Grid
users may care more about fairness than response time [43]. Scheduling on heterogeneous architectures requires dierent treatment of run time and resource
utilization for performance than for billing, since not all resources are equal.
There is therefore a need to extend and unify current scheduling evaluation
metrics in order to be useful and meaningful for the actual use cases.
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Conclusion

Scheduling for traditional multiprocessors is still a hard problem that is actively
researched. The recent introduction of several architectures with dierent types
of parallelism and a wide spectrum of uses, workloads, requirements, and hardware, poses an even harder challenge to the scheduling community. If parallel
job scheduling can be viewed as a multi-dimensional optimization problem, these
new architectures now add several more dimensions to the problem.
Nevertheless, this challenge is also a great opportunity. The scheduling community can evolve and incorporate lessons learned over many years of research
(much of which has been published in JSSPP), and advance the state of the art
in the new emerging elds. Despite the various architectures, there are many
shared issues between the dierent scheduling domains: workloads, requirement
characterization, resource management, meaningful metrics, power consumption,
and others. All these topics are inter-related and are studied by contributors to
JSSPP. The time is ripe now for this community to generalize these scheduling
characterizations to the emerging domains in parallel job scheduling.
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